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SKILLS

Responsible for the design of ADUs in Los Angeles. - Preliminary
ideas, plans, and 3D models for client meetings. - Floor plans,
elevations, sections, and full construction, sanitary, electrical and fire
documentation for plan check. (SD, DD and CD Drawings) - Involved
in plan check and permit process. - Present during construction with
Contractor in charge. - Involved in the interior design of the ADU.
Preliminary ideas for clients meetings. - Logo and branding.
Illustrations, and digital artwork. - Invitations, banners, guest books,
and more for events.

An architecture studio that designs and builds modern houses in
Buenos Aires.
Responsible for floor plans, sections, elevations and construction
documentation of projects and preliminary projects (SD, DD and CD
Drawings): (Kitchen, bathroom and laundry room detail plans.
Custom made millwork, marble countertops and ironworks, revised
shop drawings for the manufacturers. - Underfloor heating system
plans. - Electrical and sanitary construction documentation.
Formwork (shuttering) plans for the reinforced concrete, including
material quantities.)
Responsible of interior design projects and the design proposal of
projects overseas (they did not go through): (A Car Rental Outlet in
Las Vegas, USA and an extension for the Hotel San Carlos in Phoenix,
USA.)

AutoCAD
Revit
Sketchup + Vray
Rhinoceros
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign
Microsoft Office

LANGUAGES

2012-2015

English - Oral and written fluency
Spanish - Oral and written fluency
French - Basic Level

EDUCATION
2012-2018

VOLUNTEERING

Centoira Galeria de Arte - Art Gallery.

Graphic designer, secretary and saleswoman in an art gallery in the
neighborgood of recoleta, the arts district of Buenos Aires.

Facultad de Arquitectura, Diseño y Urbanismo,
Universidad de Buenos Aires.
Bachelor in Architecture - GPA 8.5/10

1999-2011

St. Andrew’s Scots School. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Bilingual Bachelor with Natural Science Orientation. GPA 8.7/10.
International Baccalaureate Diploma and IGCSE exams.
Top 10 students of the graduating class.
Honors: Prefect of Performing Arts & House Captain.

2014 - 2015 48hs OPEN HOUSE BSAS
Tourist and architecture guide.
2009 - 2011 NGO Un Techo Para Mi País
Involved in the construction of houses.

WORKSHOPS
INTERESTS
2015
Parametric Architecture | Biomimesis
Graphic Design | Industrial Design
Interior Design | Photography
Biology | Music | Art | Pottery | Travel
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Microarchitecture, Urban Parasites - BsAs & NYC - Bienal
de Arquitectura - Universidad de Buenos Aires

Directed by the architects: Carolina & Mariana Quiroga and Santiago
Wood from UBA, and Leandro Artigala from the firm Point (NYC).

2015

Landscape - Universidad de BsAs & Universidad de Rosario.
Directed by the design professorship of Red 3 (UBA) and Rois (UR).
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TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION FACTORY

The whole project was then designed by me; theoretical research, program, users, architecture, graphic material and
constructive system.

This final thesis project posed a particular challeng. The lot is located inside the Villa Miseria
31 of the City of Buenos Aires, the biggest shanty town of the country. This neighborhood is not
government approved and there is no electrical or sanitary infrastructure.

The objective of my project was to emphasize the use of commons and the limitless exploration of design. In order to do
so, I created a space where the collectivity of artisans, carpenters, blacksmiths, mainly from the villa, can merge with the
collectivity of technology, open source, robotics, 3d printing, laser, programming, and engineering. Through this quid pro quo,
not only will the artisans learn about technological techniques, but more importantly, the technological collective will learn
from the old manufacturing processes and prevent their obsoletion.

Today, the government has a strong urbanization plan for the Villa Miseria 31, from urban design,
to electric and sanitary infrastructure,to specific buildings projects. My thesis is located in one of
the government’s lots.
A part of this project’s program was defined by our teachers; temporary housing for the villa’s
residents and government offices, and the rest was defined by ourselves.
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This space is a place where culture and knowledge is not privatized, but instead has the space to be fully explored by
everyone, conveying a triple impact factory; regarding education, social and sustainability aspects.
Furthermore, this factory manages to promote the development of the neighborhood and the city itself, leading to great
advancement regarding social and urban problems.
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ORIENTATION STRATEGIES

ARCHITECTURE STRATEGIES
PROJECT’S LOT
12000M2 / 129167SQ2

CARLOS MUJICA
FUTURE URBANIZATION

GOVERNMENT’S
HIGHWAY PROJECT

I based my strategies on the theoretical work OMA developed for the Seattle library.
Each use of the program was organized into dedicated, specifically equipped spatial compartments. These are flexible and
dynamic within, but without the threat of one program interfering with another one. Instead, these masses are strategically
connected with areas that convey an urban continuum, that can, in the future, host uses we can not yet predict. In the
meantime they work as an overlap of complementary uses, work stations, common areas, drone passage and leisure. This
design allows an efficient and flexible workflow in the factory and allows spaces to evolve through time.
Morphologically, the idea was to convey a motherboard appearance, that would help conduct my architectural approach.
MORPHOLOGICAL CONTINUITY
BARS

MORPHOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY
SPECIFIC MASSES + BRIDGES

FUTURE
PUBLIC PARK

ACTUAL FLECHABUS
FUTURE AMERICA TV

FUTURE
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
OF BUENOS AIRES

GY
ED
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VILLA MISERIA 31

22 %

33 %

INTI GOVERNMENT
OFFICE

TEMPORARY
HOUSING

5%

COMMERCIAL

40 %

TECHNOLOGICAL
PRODUCTION FACTORY

PRIVATE

T
RA

ST

INTI
GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT OFFICE BAR

Generate a GAME of OPPOSITES between
MASS and VOID with the immediate
surroundings.
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PERMANENT
PRIVATE +
HIGH SCHOOL /
+ TEMPORARY
RESIDENTIAL
UNIVERSITIES
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ENTREPRENEURS

TE
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DESIGNERS /
ARTISIANS /
BLACKSMITH / ARCHITECTS /
CARPENTERS PROGRAMERS /
ENGINEERS

PRIVATE
TEMPORARY RESIDENCY
BARS

INTERACTIVE
CLASSROOMS
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INSTITUTES /
SOCIETIES

LIBRARY

RESEARCH LABS

CAFE DELI BAR
+ EXPANSION

STUDY AREAS

LASER WORKSHOP
Consider existing and future acceses to the
lot in order to make the project adaptable to
future changes.

Y
DG

ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
INTERACTIVE CLASSROOM
PUBLIC

RESEARCH LABS

WOODWORK WORKSHOP
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ROBOTICS WORKSHOP

TE
RA

ST
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3D WORKSHOP
PUBLIC

COMMERCIAL BAR
The corner as a focus point of the project.
From here, the whole park and factory can be
seen.

LIBRARY

LOADING AND CUTTING AREA
EXTROVERSION relationship between the mases and the voids.
INTROVERSION relationship between the mases and the voids.

DISPLAY AREA

CAFE DELI BAR
LIBRARY
LOADING AND
INSTALATIONS AREA
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PUBLIC AREA STRATEGIES

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Create a public space where each activity is held within different scale areas that are equipped with urban furniture and
structures produced by the factory. I applied the french garden typology fused with the mother board image I was looking for.
Hence, creating a formal, linear geometry that is imposed over nature, creating this technological park.
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FIRST FLOOR
FACTORY

3D PRINTING WORKSHOP
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SECOND FLOOR

THIRD & FORTH FLOOR

FACTORY

GOVERNMENT OFFICE + TEMPORARY HOUSING

ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
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CRONOPIO; THE CITY BEYOND THE MARGIN
Cronopio is a prototype for future ideal cities.The name comes from Julio Cortazar, an Argentine
writer, that said “Cronopio is a drawing beyond its margins”, which perfectly defines this city; a city that
moves and floats on water, living beyond land’s margins.
Cronopio, as a rule, had to be a city that reflects LANDSCAPE and ENVIRONMENT, in any way we saw
fit.
As to ENVIRONMENT; I decided our main role was to be a moving city that is 100% self-sustaining,
and, that in order to do so, it would be a giant recycling machine that would also help other cities
become more sustainable by collecting their waste materials, that would be stored in a urban ecopark/anchor we would build for them.

As to LANDSCAPE; the reason we move, is not only because we need the interaction between the other cities to fulfil our
environment goal, but also because we wish to provide a periodic, flickering landscape. It is movement that defines the beauty of
our city. Also, by creating the eco-parks/anchors in other cities, Cronopio creates both moving and permanent landscapes.
While my team was focused on the romantic, architecture and urban aspects of the city, I focused on the functionality of the
machine itself. I decided that the city would be composed by two pieces, the city, and the eco-park/anchors, designing these
anchors and our own eco-park biodigester. I implemented theoretical and technological ideas for our recycling and renewable
energy system such as; a biodigester, hydraulic energy, kinetic streets,cycling energy and more. I decided that Cronopio should use
dredgers since they could serve multiple purposes; they could enable Cronopio’s movement while also re-using any collected dirt for
the creation of eco-parks and prevent future floods by making the water bed deeper.
My interests beyond architecture are design technology, sustainability and biology. Luckily, my team was also interested in these
aspects, and since I had previous experience on the subject, I was able to pass along some of my knowledge to the rest of the team.
By doing so, we all felt more passionate and connected while designing the city. We were 9 members in total.

To read the complete
published book please
click HERE.
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The city is composed by two parts; the city and the anchors.
THE CITY
The city is considered a landscape-object machine where recycling and manufacturing of all materials, generation of
renewable energy and sustainability education take place.
The urban design responds to this recycling chain of production, having 3 categories; the urban cell, that can either be
residential or industrial, the super cell, that is the combination of the two urban cells, and the Areas of Defined Identity (ADI);
which are Cronopio’s neighborhoods. These ADI are characterized by the material that they recycle; cloth, glass, paper/
cardboard, plastic, metal/electronic and ecopark. Each of these have the same waste treatment infrastructure; it starts
in the collection area, when Cronopio anchors with a nearby city and recollects the waste classifying it by material, then
each neighborhood recycles the waste and manufactures products, that can then be seen, commercialized and used in the
recreational parks.
COLLECTION

TREATMENT RECYCLING

MANUFACTURE

COMMERCIAL - USE

FABRIC

GLASS

PAPER

PLASTIC

METALS

ECOPARK

ADI PARK

RESIDENTIAL CELL

ADI ZONE

INDUSTRIAL CELL
URBAN CELL
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THE ANCHOR

CRONOPIO’S ECOPARK BIODIGESTER AND THE ANCHOR/ECO PARK

The anchors are fixed pieces of linear infrastructure that guarantee the linkage between Cronopio and the nearby cities.
These are fixed to the ground and they extend themselves on the water revealing Cronopio’s anchor area during its visit.
This has 4 purposes:
- It is an urban park for the neighborhood city.
- It is the infrastructure that stores all the waste from this city until Cronopio arrives, solving their waste problem.
- It allows the waste exchange, which is also beneficial to Cronopio since it’s raw production material is waste.
- It leads the visitors into the Cronopio, motivating social interactions, investment in Cronopio’s recycled products and
technologies, and generating awareness with sustainability and the environment.

200m Lookout + CafeBar
Nautical Sport +
Marina

Oxygen production

Sustainability institution
+
Technological Park +
Sustainability museum

Mold anti pollution park

Sculpture Park

Accumulation Area

Technological Park + CafeBar
Accumulation Area
Oxygen production park +
Mold anti pollution park +
CafeBar

Nap park +
Kid’s Park
Accumulation Area
Nap park +
4 Seasons Park

Nautical Sport +
Marina

Amphitheater

CafeBar +
Nap park +
Plastic recycled game park
Accumulation Area

CafeBar +
Commercial area +
Technological park
Accumulation Area

This image shows Cronopio’s trail with the cities that decided to participate with
Cronopio and become more environmentally self-aware. These neighbor cities are
other classmates projects.
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ARGENTINE FOLKLORE INSTITUTE

should be few spaces that encourage our folklore traditions. So, by creating this project I manage to reconnect all Argentines
back to our roots.

For this project I was assigned the lot but the rest of the project was left to my design; the
program, users, theoretical work, architecture, graphic material and constructive system.

The lot is located in the middle of the highly dense downtown of Buenos Aires, but has a particularity, since its counter facade
leads to the Roberto Arlt plaza. Because of this particularity I decided to design a double facade building with a public first
floor, providing a third entrance to the plaza and also using this urban infrastructure as an exhibition/expansion space for my
project.
I was inspired by the argentine architects Bonet, Kurchan and Ferrary Hardoy (i.e. BKF) that believed in merging aspects we
now consider as opposites; mass and nature, in order to regain the harmony that existed between beings, nature, mass and
uses.
In order to do so, I sculpted the volume of my lot from the inside out, generating nature apertures that invade all the floors. By
doing so, I also resolved other architectural problematics such as natural ventilation, natural light, and acoustic insulation.

The Argentine Folklore Institute is a fictional institute based on the necessities of the argentine
cultural traditions, and the lack of them having a space to develop as well. It was designed to
merge different users; from high schools, universities, professionals and general public. It is
where all argentine folklore may be produced; from music and dancing, to pottery and blacksmith
work.
Most of the folklore production of my country is not produced on its capital, Buenos Aires, but
on the other provinces. Even though Buenos Aires is a metropolitan city, it does not mean there
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Metalwork
Woodshop

Deposit

Administration
Metalwork
Showroom

Pottery

1st Floor

4th Floor

Mezzanine / Entresol

2nd Floor

5th Floor

Terrace

Plaza Facade

02

Controlled temperatures

CO2
Natural lighting

3rd Floor

CO2

H2O

H2O

Music Studio

Facade

ADVANTAGES OF AN INTERIOR GARDEN

Acoustic Insulation

Cafe - Deli

Dance Studio

Micro cinema

Basement

Incubator

Dance Studio

02

Oxygen production = pure air

The building is divided in 3 sections; the circulatory, the
productive, and the green section.
The circulatory system contains the main hallway with
the staircase, elevators, and bathrooms. From this hallway
multiple bridges detach leading into the studios going across
the inside garden. Also, this section is enclosed by glass,
allowing a natural north-south light at all times.
The productive system is composed by the studios that were
designed as specific boxes organized strategically based on
their needs. Each having different heights, orientations, use of
parasols, cross ventilation, studio connections, and more.
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24.6m

21.6m

17.95m

Floorplan Detail

Parasol Detail

The parasols used on the facades were designed by the BKF architects in their Eucalyptus Building in Buenos Aires. They are
wooden and metal parasols made by artisans in Buenos Aires, being a great reflection of craftsmanship. The reason I chose
them is because they are very flexible; you can turn them 360 degrees, and even retract them into their build-in storage area
inside the wall, conveying a completely opened window.

Parasol Detail
The handle is hidden inside buildt-in storage areas,
adding on to the design.

14.35m

11.00m

7.25m

3.35m

0.00m
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MIX USE TOWER BUILDING

I took it upon myself the task of designing the building’s shape with the use of DIAGONALS and use NATURE as one of
the primary materials for the project, always taking into consideration the project’s surroundings.

This project is located in a narrow corner lot that goes through a whole block in downtown
Buenos Aires. The objective was to build a mixed use building that holds apartments, offices, a
library, display areas, an auditorium, radio stations, and a restaurant.

The public uses and the offices would be contained in a horizontal shape that would occupy one whole side of the lot, creating
the public passage, while the residential use would be held as tower on the lot’s corner side, above the public uses and offices.
There are two reasons for the residential tower placement. First, from the De La Plata River, it was the only place the building
could be seen between all the other tower buildings of the city, in order to be part of the skyline. Second, since the corner
was left open, and the passage to the other side of the block is too narrow, the tower is best appreciated from there, and it is
morphologically balanced, making the high dense city feel more open than closed.

Given the complexity of the lot’s shape, my partner and I decided that the use of diagonals would
be the best design tool to create a dynamic and functional building. It was of utmost importance
for us to leave the corner free of construction creating a plaza that would decompress the
downtown’s high dense area, and for the project to be reachable from either sides of the block.
With regards to the complex program, we decided that the public uses would be on the lower
levels of the project, and the private ones on the top levels.
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These main pieces where then intervened with diagonals in order to maximise the buildings potential. These interventions are
explained in the next page
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THE USE OF DIAGONALS

THE USE OF NATURE
ALEM BUILDING

HOTE

L MEL

housing

IA

The horizontal piece is located against the Alem
building boundary wall, and, opens up to the Melia
Hotel, that has a double facade. These actions
generate two predominant open areas.

Downtown Buenos Aires is a highly dense city with many corporate buildings that leave most of the city deserted after
working hours. Since this is a mixed use building, with a purpose to increase the residential use in this area, we decided
that the main materials would be concrete and glass, creating a minimalist elegant design. But, I added the use of nature,
that manages to enhance the project even more in various aspects. First, aesthetically, nature provides a more domestic,
intimate image that helps create well designed, warm apartments attracting residential users. Also, from the facade, the
public-private uses are already differentiated, since most of the vegetation will be in the apartments. Second, the use of
nature as an architectural tool solves various problems such as, natural ventilation, natural light, natural noise insulator, air
purifier, and more. Problems, that are certainly a concern in a downtown area. Nature provides a better life quality. I was
inspired by the italian architect Stefano Boeri, that developed the“vertical forest” concept.

PRIVATE

SUM
gym
solarium
pool
kitchen

On the tension point of the project, I decided to
create an intrusion in the mass, in order to create a
dynamic connection with the hotel, and also prevent
the passage from being too narrow.

housing
offices
dinning area
/ cafeteria

housing
offices

Given the orientations, the tower was designed to be
parallel to the north, as an elongated piece shaped
by diagonals that help direct the natural light to all
the apartments and the inside of the lot.

offices
library
cafe
offices
workshop
classrooms
office access
display area
restaurant
plaza
auditory
radio stations
display area
parking lot

PUBLIC
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CONSTRUCTION DETAIL SECTION
Fertile Soil
3cm Sand

All balconies are designed with an
integrated planter that holds the
vegetation, and a built-in bench.

1cm Drainage geocomposite - McDrain
4mm Asphalt membrane
Tar base

KITCHEN

DISPLAY AREA
OFFICE LOBBY

RESTO-CAFE-BAR

Leveling slab + insulation
HOUSING LOBBY

9cm Reinforced Concrete Slab

SECTION + ELEVATION
+114.5m

1st Floor

Basement

2nd Floor

+54.0m

3rd Floor

11-14th Floors

+39.5m

15th Floor

15-30th Floors
+18.0m

OFFICES

LOBBY

OFFICES

HOUSING

+0.00m

5th Floor - 10th Floor
-8.00m
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PARAMETRIC BIOCHEM LAB

This project was to be located in an area chosen by us on the coastline of Rosario, Buenos Aires. Since the project is a
Biochemistry Lab, we thought it would be a challenge for it to be located on the side of a cliff, allowing the lab to have access
to the river bellow, natural sunlight, a beautiful view, and create a public park with a gazer on the top.
The challenge was that the structure of the project needed to be based on a module that was created in a previous
assignment. This assignment was to create a module that had to be made out of 1x1cm balsa wood rods joined with pins,
and had to hold a hollow ceramic brick 50cm = 20” off the ground.
Based on those premises I designed a structure that became the construction module of the project, that would then
be conveyed in steel. In order for this module to form a functional and dynamic workspace I applied design parameters
such as; ITERATION and VARIABLE LENGTH (Z axis). The quality of the architectural space created is then defined by
this parametric design.
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previous assignment:
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODULE
x8

x4

+
SECTION
JOINT A

JOINT B

SECTION

Module finished with
equal sides.

The module was to be extruded upwards in order to complete
the objective of the brick being suspended 20 inches high.

DESIGN PARAMETERS: ITERATION and VARIABLE LENGTH (Z AXIS)

PUBLIC GAZER

PRIVATE GAZER + CAFE

DRAWING AND REASERCH AREA

MAIN LAB

BOARDWALK

DOCKS

+

OBLIQUE REPETITION

CIRCULATION

VARIABLE LENTHS

COMPOSITION

PROGRAM

OVERALL FORM

CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

PUBLIC GAZER

PRIVATE GAZER
KITCHEN-CAFE

DRAWING
SKETCHING

Transition
plaque
Weld
Continious
beam A
Partitioned
beam A

REASERCH

BIO CHEMISTRY LAB
BOARD WALK
ACCESS

DOCK
Public Circulation
Private Circulation
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DOCK

Public Program
Private Program

Partitioned
column
Weld
Continious
beam A
Contininuity
slabs
Partitioned
column
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HOUSING COMPLEX
The objective of this project was to convey the strength construction elements have in design.
And so, dry construction using iron structure and corrugated sheets were chosen.
The form is simple, two bars that divide the residential housing from the student housing, both
lifted in order to create a free ground floor that allows the visuals from the street to the public
park beyond the lot to be appreciated.
Although the form is simple, what makes it complex and unique is its exposed raw materials.
The south façade is covered with a corrugated sheet skin that runs from the roof, and, its where
the horizontal circulation hangs from. These hanging, light, semi transparent hallways allow the
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plain industrial façade to be decorated by the passage of the residents. On the north facade, however, the structural skeleton
grid is revealed. It opens up to let all the natural sunlight in, it lets plants grow on it, and it holds the semi transparent balconies
and the dynamic wood shutters.
This contrast between both facades also reveals the apartments’ distribution; kitchen and bathrooms on the south, and
bedroom and living spaces on the north.
The challenge of this project was to create 3 different housing typologies, along with the student housing. These
typologies had to hold 3 different types of families; the single family of 2 parents 2 kids, the in-law family with 2 parents
2 kids and an in law that preferably should have its own entrance, and the guest space family with 2 parents 2 kids and
room for eventual guests. I managed to create all 3 typologies in a functional and dynamic way. The space distribution
is well accounted for, each space is correctly oriented allowing natural sunlight to come in, and not only do all the
spaces have its own natural ventilation, the whole apartment has crossed ventilation allowing a healthier living space.
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1st Floor
Student Dorms

C

C
1st Floor
Duplex A
Duplex B

1st Floor

A
B

2nd Floor
Duplex A
Duplex B

3rd Floor
Condominium
Duplex A

2nd Floor

DUPLEX CONDOMINIUM
+ IN-LAW SUITE

A
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

4th Floor
Condominium
Duplex A

DUPLEX CONDOMINIUM
+ GUEST SPACE

EnsambladaB

SINGLE FAMILY
CONDOMINIUM

C

STUDENT
DORMS

D

1st Floor

2nd Floor
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SPORTS HIGH SCHOOL
The objective of this project was to design a high school that also offered a Sports Technical
Degree. The project was to be located in a deprived area in Buenos Aires, and be part of a urban
plan project that would foment future development.
Given the size of the lot, and the sport orientation of the project, the main design tools used were:
the interior-exterior relationship and topography.
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The school is divided into two main areas.
The first one, the strip, contains the institutional/academic aspects of the high school; classes, administration, library, and so
on. The second one, the topographic area, focuses on the social and sports related amenities of the project.
These are then connected by a bridge, that access the green roof, that also serves as a tribune for the olympic field,
gymnasium and pool (Glass and steel structures that pierce the green roof). Also, consequently, these are separated by a
urban semi-public interactive park.
By doing this connection-separation of the high school infrastructure, we allowed the possibility for the sports and social
amenities to be used for non high school related events. Hence, designing a project that engages with all the neighborhood,
encouraging a sense of community and fomenting a further urban development in the area. All, without jeopardizing the high
school’s security.
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1st floor plan

2nd floor plan
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0.00m
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THE classrooms:
I designed these classrooms to promote an interior-exterior relation and a dynamic interaction between
them. These are 7x8m module classes arranged in pairs.

TECHNOLOGICAL ANNEX
PIVOT PANELS
Each class module has an individual tech annex on one
side, and a set of pivoting panels on the other, creating a
pair of class modules that can interact with each other
in various forms, encouraging different educational
methods.

A CLOSED MODULES

SLIDING WINDOWS
They all have a side with sliding windows that allow the
class to expand to the partially covered patio in order to
have classes outside.

COMBINED MODULES

B

MODULES OPEN TO THE EXTERIOR C

TRAPEZOIDAL DESKS
+ SLIDING WHITEBOARDS
Ideally, sliding whiteboards with different
indoor/outdoor railing systems would also be installed,
and the use of trapezoidal desks would be encouraged in
order to allow all these possible arrangements.

D FULLY OPENEDED MODULES
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